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Not Lame! Very Cool!Your friends will want to be you and your enemies will be super-jealous once

you start stitching figures from Makoto's Cross Stitch Super Collection. Cross stitch phenom Makoto

Oozu teaches you cross stitch basics and then introduces you to his world of stitched robots,

insects, artillery and more.De-lame your tote bag, your special trucker cap and your undies by

stitching them with dancing skeletons, Big Ben and old-school electronics. With over 100 images

and 10 projects to choose from, you can make everyone's stuff cool.Cross stitch + Makoto = Super

Awesome!
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Makoto Oozu is active in the contemporary cross stitch community. Jenny Hart describes his work

as "the neatiest neato patterns for contemporary cross-stitch, this side of Subversive Cross Stitch,

but of course."

I love cross stitch. I recently got back in to it and so far have not found many good books that I like

on cross stitch. I am in my 20's so I am not looking for floral, cutsie, or older patterns. Now I do like

this book because of the variety and plan on putting them on some of my cases and jeans but they

are not big patterns. they are all about 2 to 3 inches max (except one of a dinosaur theme) you

could make a scenes out of the small patterns he has. I bought this book on a whim and so far I like

it. These patterns are also all full cross stitches no half stitches or outlining so this book is ideal for a

beginner.Example of whats in the book:Dinosaurs,Robots, Monsters, Spacemen, Insects, Skulls,

Safari theme, Electronics theme, Tiger, Make up.Book also gives details on the many types of



things you can applique and how to applique with cross stitch.Only reason I gave for stars is

because these are all easy cross stitch patterns none are hard or detailed. Was look for something

more challenging I guess. Overall a great book. I plan on using and keeping in my book shelf.

This book is great for creating your own scenes. It has awesome little designs that can be used

alone or can be used to create your own scenes that are one of a kind. I've only done 2 of the

patterns (from the Spaced Out section) so far but I love the book. I'd recommend it to a beginner or

someone more advanced in cross stitching. I've shared a few photos of the patterns so people can

have an idea of what they're buying.

I'm a nut for tiny cross stitch patterns, something I can sit down and do in one sitting, and this book

doesn't fail to provide. Not full of cute little flowers and butterflies, I can now quickly stitch dinos,

robots, rocket ships and monsters galore!I also love the project ideas. Stitching on peg board would

have NEVER occurred to me before, and now I'm looking for a valid reason to try it for myself.

I enjoy hobbies such as cross stitch, but I prefer to create more avantgarde and non-girly pieces.

This book has numerous smaller, non-traditional designs, as well as the basic instructions for any

beginner. Someone with more experience will find inspiring ideas to add into their next design.

Admittedly, I haven't yet started to take up cross stitch, but all I have to do is look at the cover of this

book and it re-inspires me. The designs on this book are fun and from what I can tell, not too

complicated. I love the trend of making fun, hip, cool cross stitch designs. I'm totally going to

bedazzle one of my shirts.

This is a great book for those who love to cross stitch random cute things! Instructions are easy to

follow.

This book has nice and easy charts, quick and simple designs, plus some really clever placement

ideas! It's perfect for making boy projects, I've found that many chart books have a very feminine

look to them, not these. Dinosaur bookmarks, or even a whipping up a little something, have been

fun to do. Highly recommend!

Really fun and different cross stitch book. My daughter (age 9) and I have both stitched designs



from the book and the patterns are cute and easy to follow. Would definitely recommend for a cross

stitch library.
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